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• There are several methods that use jet substructure to 
find signals of interest in LHC data.

• This talk is about some of the techniques that these 
methods use.

• It is also about the structure in nature that these 
methods try to take advantage of.



Signals and backgrounds at 
the LHC



Signal events
• I take a signal event to be one in which one or more 

new heavy particles is created and decays.

• Sometimes there is a chain of decays.

• Also, top quarks could be part of both signal and 
background events for some signals.

A Higgs boson 
signal event



Background events

• There are always background events that can look 
like the signal events.

We want to find this. In a background of this.



Signal and background with 
jets

• Both signal and background events 
have jets.

• There are several techniques for 
separating signal from background 
using the structure of the jets.

• This is especially effective for 
highly boosted heavy objects.

Possible remnants of 
boosted signal object



What gauge field theory has 
to say

• One can use field theory to understand the 
characteristics of background events and the 
characteristics of signal events (with heavy particle 
decays).

• Schemes for selecting signal events depend on using 
the similarities and differences in signal and 
background events.

• I will try to outline the characteristics that can be 
used.



Initial state radiation
• One immediate similarity is that both signal and 

background events have initial state radiation.

A Higgs signal event A similar background event

• This makes the signal/background separation difficult.

• More on this later.



Start with event selection

• Electron or muon pair near 
the Z mass.

• Large PT of the lepton pair 
and of recoiling jet (>200 
GeV).

• Large PT implies that the 
possible Higgs decay 
products are easier to isolate: 
they are part of a (rather fat) 
jet.

Butterworth, Davison, 
Rubin, and Salam (2008)



Define the fat jet

• Look for a high PT jet using the 
Cambridge-Aachen (angle) 
algorithm with R=1.2.

• We might hope that the 
distribution of the mass of the 
fat jet shows a bump at the 
Higgs mass.

MJ



• Since QCD is operating, the mass bump gets smeared out.

MJ
MJ



Subjet analysis

• We would like to take apart the fat jet in order to get 
rid of the contaminating initial state radiation.



Jet mass drop and filtering
Butterworth, Davison, 
Rubin, and Salam (2008)

• Step I: mass drop.

- Examine the C-A splitting tree, starting at the trunk.

- The mass drop condition is met if

max(Mi, Mj) < 0.67 M{i,j}

min(p2
T,i, p

2
T,j)[(yi � yj)2 + (�i � �j)2] > 0.09 M2

{i,j}



- If mass drop condition isn’t met, omit smaller pT 
daughter and keep looking.

- If it is never met, remove the event from your 
sample.

Mass drop condition met!

Omit this.



• Step II: filtering the prospective b-jets, i and j.

- Are both prospective b-jets tagged as 
containing b-quarks?

- If i and j are not  b-tagged, reject the event.

i

j



• Step II: filtering (continued)

- Apply the C-A algorithm with to protojets i 
and j with  

- Are the two highest pT subjets thus found 
tagged as containing b-quarks?

- If not, throw out the event.

R = min
✓

1
2
[(yi � yj)2 + (�i � �j)2]1/2, 0.3

◆

i

j



• Step II: filtering (continued some more)

- Throw out all but the three highest pT subjets 
thus found.

- What remains is the filtered jet.

• Measure the mass of this filtered jet.

MJMJ



Other methods

• There are other algorithms for subjet analysis.

• Some are looking for something specific, as in the 
BDRS method above and the Johns Hopkins and 
HEP top quark taggers.

• Others are more generic, as in pruning and trimming.



Features of gauge field theory 
that we are looking for



Mass bumps
• One key feature of signal events is that the decay 

products of a heavy particle have a fixed mass. 



Mass in QCD splittings



background

signal

QCD tree graph results



Nested splittings



An application of this



Sudakov factor



Example of effect of Sudakov



Distribution in angles



Large angles



Effect of the angle factor



An application of this



Gluons want to be soft



More soft gluons come from 
initial state radiation

• There is initial state 
radiation in both signal 
and background events.

• It can come at central 
rapidities.

• It is largely rather low 
transverse momentum.



Heavy particles with color





Heavy particles decay



Daughters radiate



Where does the radiation go?



Heavy particles decay



Daughters radiate



Where does the radiation go?



Comments
• Since we know something 

abut where the collinear or 
soft radiation goes in a heavy 
particle decay, sequential 
heavy particle decays should 
have good signatures.

• We do have the problem of 
contamination from initial 
state radiation.

• Having highly boosted heavy 
objects helps with this.


